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if you enjoy shooting games, farm frenzy 3 is for you. you have 25 weapons at your disposal. each weapon has its own strengths and weaknesses. some are good for short range, like the fire hose or the sword, while others are effective at medium range, like the bat or the machine gun. while some
weapons can deal multiple shots, others only offer single-shots. you have the ability to switch weapons mid-level, but there is only one fire hose, so unless you think you can go through all 25 weapons in the game before the zombies get to you, you may have to stick with your first weapon. each

weapon comes with a special bonus when you use it successfully to score points. these appear in the form of a helper, like the fire hose for shooting a blazing number of zombies with fire from a hose nozzle at once. it is best to keep the players head on the screen, because your screen is the only place
you can see the bonus. the helper gives a point bonus whenever it is successfully shot, but it is much easier to control when your head is above the screen. the bonus adds a bonus to your next successful shot, so you don't have to use your lucky nine bullets to score points if you have a helper with you.

other bonuses include leveling up to increase the maximum number of point bonuses that you can earn and earn a bonus multiplier at the end of the level if you perform well. think of them as extra points to score during a round of several hundred. the gale farmhouse is one of the most significant
structures in the united states, believed to have been built in 1784. the building was moved to hale farm from gale, new york, in 1925-26, and is one of the few structures in the united states to have remained largely unchanged since its construction in 1784. the gale farmhouse is open for tours from

november-april, wednesday-sunday from 10 a.m.-5 p. for more information call (330) 666-3711 ext. 1720 or visit www.halefarm.org. to see videos, photos, and additional information on the construction of the gale farmhouse, visit the gale farmhouse project.
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